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It will come as no surprise that the format of this year’s Christmas newsletter is different from 

previous years. I cannot recount the usual stories and congratulate our members for their shooting 

successes, our hard-fought season of competitions or the trophies we have raised. The ongoing Covid 

pandemic has curtailed activities to a minimum, not only for us but all shooting across the country. 

Truly not a year for the history books! 

 

However, life must go on! Through our hardy band of desk and range officers we have been able to 

continue to shoot and keep our spirits up. Their support ensures the ranges remain open wherever 

possible and we must thank them all! Furthermore, I am sure you will join me in thanking the 

committee for keeping the club moving forward despite the world outside grinding to a halt. Much 

work has been undertaken behind the scenes and the club remains strong because of it. 
 

Oxford Road 
 

In 2021, our club was already destined to undergo a challenging transformation, even before Covid 

struck. As you know, Oxford Road was sold to Value Retail 18 months ago. We continue to occupy 

our range under a 2 year leaseback arrangement between Value Retail and the BSA. More recently 

we were issued a notice requiring each tenant to sign a lease, the terms of which ensure that Value 

Retail can take vacant possession at the end of April 2021. 

  

The committee, together with our legal advisers, have spent much of the summer negotiating with the 

BSA to remove or redraft clauses which were unduly aggressive or unnecessary for the stated aims 

of the lease. Failed negotiations with the Rugby Club over both their future at Chesterton together 

with their ongoing legal action, has resulted in the decision to expel both the Rugby Club and the 

BSC. Sadly, they will no longer have any association with the BSA. 

  

We have acted to ensure our relationship with the BSA is secure and their goodwill maintained despite 

our rigorous negotiations. Our future is inexorably tied to the BSA, but failure to resolve these 

contentious clauses would have resulted in us being forced to sign a document which could have been 

very damaging to the club and its members. Both the BSA and Value Retail’s lawyers have now 

accepted our arguments and we expect to receive the final document for review over the Christmas 

period. On the strict understanding that it reflects our agreement, we will look to sign in January. 
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Planning Application 
 

Finalising the lease will, in turn, unlock further negotiations with the BSA for our relocation to 

Chesterton. As you know, the BSA failed in their planning application earlier this year. However, in 

considering their options, the BSA agreed to lodge a separate planning application for our new range. 

We expected this to be heard in the new year, but the BSA have now taken the decision to delay the 

hearing until after the Wolf Resorts appeal in February as they feel it will increase our chances of 

success.  

 

The BSA have asked our members to voice their support for the new range application by providing 

submissions to the Cherwell Valley planning portal. I ask that you please take time to do this over the 

Christmas period and wherever possible encourage your family and friends to do the same. The BSA 

are convinced that this is critical to the success of our application and are keen to get as much support 

on record as they can. The link and further information are included in the email with this newsletter. 

 

Subsequently the BSA have now lodged an appeal for the original plans also including our new range, 

effectively giving us two bites at the cherry. They have taken advice and secured the services of top 

legal counsel to ensure everything that can be done, is being done. It will come as no surprise that 

Covid will result in further delays and consequently we are now looking towards 2022 before our new 

range is completed. 
 

 

Chesterton Range 
 

The timing of my next announcement could not be more fortuitous. Despite Covid, our merry band 

of volunteers worked throughout the year to complete the building works to upgrade and repair our 

outdoor range at Chesterton. Although originally designed as a prone only range, it was hoped that 

through some clever modifications we could upgrade the range to support more disciplines. Having 

completed the works, liaising with both the NRA and NSRA, we submitted our paperwork in 

November, crossing our fingers that the range could be licenced without the now Covid prohibited 

site visit! 

 

I am delighted to report that we have been successful in our application and Chesterton is now fully 

licenced. We can now boast one of the finest outdoor ranges in the country. The range inspector 

praised the quality of our planning and workmanship and had no hesitation in granting more than the 

originally requested disciplines, now including pistol calibre and black powder at longer ranges 

together with extending 50m benchrest to all 7 lanes.  

 

The team are working to complete the finishing touches and we hope to formally re-open at the end 

of January. Please note that the new range licence stipulates that we operate Chesterton differently 

from before. The committee is currently finalising a formal range induction, scheduling and new 

procedures which will have to be followed. My personal thanks to everyone involved in the successful 

completion of this ambitious project.  
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2021 Operations 
 

With the loss of Oxford Road, the club’s focus will shift entirely to Chesterton. The new licence 

facilitates all current indoor disciplines except for 25yd prone/benchrest and indoor air pistol/rifle. 

We are looking at alternatives, including constructing a temporary ‘indoor’ air range and 

modifications to accommodate 25yd rifle, but clearly regular club operations will be different from 

April. We will ensure that, wherever possible, club equipment and firearms together with ammunition 

will continue to be available. Throughout the summer it is hoped that the longer hours of daylight will 

allow many of the indoor evening shooters to continue to operate and we are looking at options to 

floodlight the range as we move towards the end of the year.  

 

Assuming planning is granted, and Covid does not prevent construction from starting, we hope that 

these arrangements will be temporary and the coming 2021 season will simply be something we 

endured before moving to our fantastic new indoor range.  
 

 

Membership Renewals 
 

The club remains fully licenced and financially viable with an ever-growing membership. With 

membership renewals due in January, I hope that you will be able to continue to support the club as 

we face this transition. Our membership fee structure remains unchanged, although we have increased 

the optional annual range fee for Chesterton from £20 to £50. You may of course choose to pay the 

usual £2/visit as before.  

 

Our club has a long and proud history, as we move on from Oxford Road to our new future at 

Chesterton, I’m confident that we will continue to flourish. For those whom the changes will affect 

most severely, I ask that you be patient and continue to support the club. The committee remain 

focused on our future and we will do everything in our power to make 2021 a great year. 

 

Have a great Christmas and New Year!     

   

 

Alex Robertson 

Chairman 

chairman@bicrp.club 
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